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Endogamia y exogamia biologia

The idea of explicit is used in the field of anthropology to marry someone of different ancestors or who is not part of the same community or tribe. This means that examination does not allow the marriage bond between the members of the group. Exogamy is therefore a rule that establishes a kinship system. The spouse,
in this context, must come from abroad. The opposite of examination is inbreeding, where the norm requires marriage to be realized within the clan. Exogamy is often associated with the act of banning inkestation. However, there are anthropologists explaining that notorious taboo applies to sexual intercourse and that
exams specifically refer to marriage. On the other hand, exam prevents marriage between people who share clans no more than is not direct family. French anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss, for his part, argues that the ban on beak-and-clause is complementary. For other thinkers, there is an essential difference
between the two rules, as incest has been vetoed and examination is a mandate to be fulfilled. Contemporary Western societies respect an exam that obeys direct relationship: it is not possible for a parent to marry his daughter or two brothers to marry for example. In other cultures, however, expogamy refers to a tribe
or town and its violation carries various penalties. For biology, ultimately, examination is the intersection that develops between samples of different population or race. This practice contributes to the heterogenity of offspring. Exogamy is defined in the context of relationship systems as a rule that is the choice of spouse
and the prohibition of marital relationship between members of the same group, which in turn may be demarcated by the proportion of descendant, by membership of the same tribe, linear, clan or location. [1] The rule, by continguing that the spouse must be chosen from members of a group outside its own, prohibits a
group. The reverse situation is called inbreed where the rule determines the group within which to marry, that is, lies a specific group. Definition and development of the Draft Examination is a rule that benefits the connection between different social groups. The word examination comes from the Greek exo, which means
outside or outside, and deer, which refers to marriage. The concept dates back to the mid-19th century, the term began to be used in 1841, when Sir George Grey made the first observations in Australian tribes, in which members should choose their partner in another tribe (more precisely, from another totem). [1]
Presenting the concepts examination and inbreeding Possible poles of marriage regulation in kinship systems are based on later descriptions of John F. MacLennan and especially the work of Lewis H. Morgan, a fundamental text from the beginning of social anthropology published in 1879, Systems of Consanguinity and
Affinity of Human Family, where the author emphasizes the central role of exomism for the development of human society , because it allows the establishment of intergroup links. [1] Examination and prohibition of the beak of performance-enhancing This coalition is the proportion of this rule with that of the prohibition of
evil. On the one hand, it is argued that both rules should not be confused, as clan members may not be related and cannot marry the rule of examination anyway. It is further said that the prohibition or taboo of beak-and-woman aims to prohibit sexual intercourse, while examination will be a prescription specific to
marriage bond. Claude Levi-Strauss's structural approach, on the other hand, apart from the establishment of structural analogies between language and relationship relationships (including examination and the prohibition of incest), highlights the existence of spiritual (psychic) structures underlying language that would
be common for all forms of society. For Levi- Strauss, the ban on emphasis is also a structural and universal necessity of the transition from nature to culture: The ban on the shed of the course has no pure cultural origin, or purely natural, nor is it a compound of elements that are partly taken from nature and part of
culture. This is the fundamental movement through which, for which and above all, in which the course of nature is fulfilled to culture. In a sense, it belongs to nature, since it is a common state of culture and therefore should not be surprised to see that it has the formal character of nature, that is, universality. [2] On the
other hand, Levi-Strauss' sense of the relationship between expogamy and inkestation bans is complementary about the role they play as exchange requirements. Levi-Strauss criticises the position of the authors preceding him, as the rule establishes the ban on possession of the mother, or the sister would lead to
mistakes: the truly relevant thing would be that the rule obliges them to proceed with other men. [3] For other writers, on the other hand, it is essential to make the sharp difference between exomevery and its prohibition, not only in terms of its meaning, but also the logic with which they work: while the taboo of
contamination is a prohibition (something prohibited, which is prevented from doing), the rule of examination is a prescription Examinations began to develop early in prehistoric and matric societies. In biology, the term examination is also used to simply refer to the cross between individuals of different clan, group or race
to diversify offspring. One of the main reasons currently set before science that is still prohibited in many legislation is that people born as a result of infectious relationships face every new indogamic generation at a higher risk of developing hereditary physical problems and due to the transmission of parallel genetic
tables. The small heredity genetic picture suggests that, due to inkestation, After a few generations, the genetic variability, more flexible and ideal, which allows to reduce the diversity of characteristics, increasing the range of random zygotic recombinations with which external changes to the species face for its survival,
by the appearance among individuals with a ratio of consanguineous kinship with each other, both linear and above. This biological-genetic theory theory therefore supports the theory that more primitive societies develop in an examination and non-in breeding manner, as mistakenly believed in the past. See also
Anthropology of Relationship Endogamia Incesto Hypergamia References to b c This definition sums up an introduction chapter: Rodríguez García, Dan (2002). Inbreeding, exam and inter-ethnic relationships. Trading. Archived from the original on 11 March 2013.  In 1981 Die Burger and Volksblad landed. The elemental
structures of relationship. Buenos Aires: Paidós. P. 58-59. Michael McCarthy Retrieved 12 August 2010.  Ibid, p.558. Data: Q182639 Obtained from Endogamy. Personal or obligation to marry people from the same castle, town, tribe or other social group. Inbreeding (of Greek Endon inside, and Gamos, marriage), is
marriage, union or reproduction between individuals of common descent; that is, of the same family or gender. Inbreeding is also understood as the refusal to join members outside a particular social group. In biology, inbreeding refers to crossbreeding between individuals of the same breed within an isolated population,
both geographically and genetically. Causing the increase d'eor of each intestinal system is to defend the homogenity of a group, so that it always remains equal to itself and distinguishable from everyone else. Clan unity is the ultimate reason. Some primitive societies (for escaping the added problems of the difference in
people and culture, and because they understand that in this way guaranteed the unity of the tribe and therefore internal peace) decided that marriages will always have to be between individuals from the same tribe. The blood affinity between husband and wife was increasingly the power of the trunk or castle in it; so
that, in the case of the dominant castle, marriages imposed between cousins, between brothers and in some cultures even between father and daughter, that the power should not come out of the dominant family. This was the case with the pharaohs and is the case of European royal families. The appearance of unity of
the tribe or clan eventually the imposition of these solutions that ultimately leads to biological degeneration. Open strains opt for expogamy subject the unit of the stem or clan to its continued renewal due to external genetic mixtures. Genotypical frequencies with inbreeding The primary effect of inbreeding is to cause a
deviation from the genotypical frequencies of the population of those expected in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium; In particular, this causes an increase in the frequency of homozygous and a parallel decrease in the frequency of heterozygous. In this sense it is possible to quantify the level of inbreeding F of a population
based on its effects – such as its proportionate reduction in the frequency of heterozygous in the population regarding what is expected in Hardy-Weinberg. Equilibrium in Hardy-WeinbergH balance – Frequency of heterozygous observed in the population Considering a locus A with two allele, A and a, p and q
frequencies respectively, so p+q 1, and from the expression of F that we have just seen, we will distract genotypic frequencies with inbreeding. The frequency of heterozygous with inbreeding can be obtained by clearing H in the above expression, and replacing H0 with 2pq, as it has the expected frequency of hardened-
Weinberg equilibrium. Therefore, H s H0 – H0F's H0 (1 – F) 2pq (1 – F)Thus, H s 2pq (1 – F). This expression tells us that the frequency of heterozygous is reduced by an amount evenly to the coefficient of inbreeding (F) in the population; F, the further the reduction. The frequency of AA homozygous with inbreeding can
be derived into take into account p s P + 1/2 H, and cleaning P (frequency of homozygous AA) from this expression: P p - 1/2 H s p – 1/2 2pq (1 – F) p – pq (1 – F) s p – p (1 – p) (1 – F) s p – p +pF+p2 – p2F s p2+p (1 – p) F s pqFThe frequency of homozygous aa with inbreed can be subtracted, Likewise, regarding that
q q + 1/2 H, and cleaning Q (frequency of homozygous aa) of this expression: Q q q - 1/2 H q - 1/2 2pq (1 – F) - q - pq (1 – q - (1 – q) q)q (1 –F) s q - q +qF+q2 - q2F s q2+q (1 –q) F s q2+ pqFFor the time, P s p2+pqF; Q s q2+ pqF. These expressions tell us that the frequency of AA and aa homozygous increases by an
amount proportionally to the coefficient of inbreeding (F) in the population; F big, the bigger the increase. Cleopatra examples, he married successively two of his brothers with whom he collectively ruled Egypt. Noah's ark, where some of each species was saved. Philip II of Austria first married his cousin Maria of
Portugal, daughter of John III of Portugal and Catherine of Austria (younger sister of Charles V, father of Philip); in the second negotiations he married Maria Tudor, Queen of England (nephew sister of her father, daughter of Catherine of Aragon and niece of Joan La Loca, Philip's fatherly grandmother); his third wife was
Elizabeth van Valois, daughter of the King of France, Francis I and Claudia of Brittany, who was the daughter of Ana of Brittany (the latter was Rear Sumptud daughter with Philip II of John II of Aragon); Finally married to his fleshly niece, Anne van Austria (daughter of Mary of Austria, sister of Philip). The Habsburg
dynasty ruled between 1516 and 1700 and ended up disappearing because of the breeding practiced for generations and generations because of its persistence in maintaining power within the family. In the autopsy of Charles II of Habsburg, the last descendant of the dynasty, it exists: Fuentes Fuentes
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